Upright Vacuums with Tools

®

Professional products for a cleaner environment

the QC Single Motor
Durable and lightweight, this
upright offer the advantages of commercial vacuums at an economical
price.

Infinity™ self-adjusting nozzle
adapts to carpet height automatically as you are cleaning.

Equipped with a DualOp™ clean air
high performance motor that provides quality cleaning performance.

Includes fail-safe air relief valve that
protects the motor automatically
from heat overload, metal handle
with vinyl grip and metal cord hook.

specifications
QC-1415 Plus (421952)
Motor:
DualOp™ Clean Air 120 Volt,
60 Hz; 120 CFM - Waterlift 80”
Current: 10 AMPS
Brush Roller: Metal, Ball Bearing
Brush Strips: Replaceable
Drive System: Flat Belt
Power Cord:
50 Ft, 3 Wire Grounded

Quick release system gives easy
access to belt and brush roller. The
belt is quick and easy to change with
NO tools required.

Includes:
Paper Filter Bag; On-Board Tools
Stretch Hose (11/2 to 8 Ft);
Oval Dust Brush; 14” Crevice Tool;
19” Extension Wand.

Front dust cover is easy to remove
for quick access to the filter bag.

Equipped with a metal base plate
and ball bearing metal brush roller
with replacement brush strips.

The QC-1415 has a 14” edge-to
edge brush cleaning path and triple
filtration system that includes a
totally enclosed microply® filter bag,
foam exhaust guard filter and HEPA
filter.

Optional:
Reusable Cloth Filter Bag
(450162)

QC-1415 Plus

specifications

TwinMaster ® Dual Motor
The TwinMasters® with a dual
motor system are designed to meet
the rigorous requirements of daily
commercial cleaning.
One motor is for the vacuum and
another motor drives the agitator
brush to loosen and release embedded dirt from carpets right up to the
baseboard on the right side.

Vacuum Motor:
120V, 1.2 HP, 7.5 AMPS
92 CFM, Waterlift 70”
Brush:
Replaceable Spiral Strips
Drive System:
Long Life Cog Belt
Filter System:
Totally Enclosed Multi-Ply
Disposable Paper Bag,
Motor Inlet and Exhaust Filter
Power Cord:
40 Ft. 3-Wire, Grounded
Capacity: 6 Quarts

Top fill dirt collection system with
triple filter is engineered for maximum dirt recovery, and allows the
disposable paper bag to reach maximum fill capacity without losing
cleaning efficiency.
A thermal overload protects the
motors from overheating and clean
fan system eliminates the possibility
of motor fan breakage.

TM-1495N (408980)

The cog belt drive design is mounted
off center and shielded for a clear
cleaning path.
TM-1495N

The brush strip is easy to remove
and replace.
Constructed of impact resistant
injection molded plastic, and are
equipped with four position carpet
height adjustment and full bag warning indicator.

It’s low profile and offset nozzle
reaches under and around furniture
and in other hard to clean areas.

Brush Motor: 1/5 HP
Current: 1.3 AMPS
Brush Speed: 4,325 RPM
Cleaning Path: 14”

TM-1895 (354643)
Brush Motor: 1/4 HP
Current: 1.3 AMPS
Brush Speed: 5,000 RPM
Cleaning Path: 18”

The brush motor automatically disengages for above-floor cleaning.
Built-in stretch hose, wand and
tools provide the flexibility needed
to clean in hard to reach areas
efficiently and quickly.

Optional:
Reusable Cloth Filter Bag
(398616)
TM-1895
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